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We are gratified to read that scholars commenting on our article
accord with both the major need and potential great benefit to
more systematically investigate functional links between emotion processes and action control. As emphasized in our review
(Blakemore & Vuilleumier, 2017) and cogently discussed in the
commentaries, a better understanding of intricate connections
between emotion and action will illuminate the field of affective
sciences to the extent that emotions constitute powerful signals
that help guide behavior and ultimately shape actions. This
endeavor will be greatly enriched by incorporating concepts and
tools from the separate and mature field of motor control and by
paying close attention to the neural circuits mediating these
functional links.
A first challenge, clearly highlighted by the comments, will be
to distinguish between different types and components of action,
as this term incorporates a wide variety of phenomena—from the
execution of voluntary movements, through to more reflexive
motor behaviors, but also decision-making and goal-directed
planning processes. These various aspects are subserved by different systems in the brain, and each may be influenced by or
linked to affective processes through more than one mechanism.
This is underscored by Hochstetter and Wong (2017) in their discussion of the article by Railton (2017). Furthermore, different
emotions recruit at least partly different neural substrates, and
may thus act at distinct processing sites, underpinned by different
mechanisms, within the action control systems. It is therefore
unlikely that emotion–action interactions can satisfactorily be
described through a single conceptual framework, unless from a
very broad and abstract perspective.

This is also why a simple “boxology” approach, as rightfully
criticized by Eder (2017), will remain limited in scope and heuristic value if it does not incorporate precise mechanistic components referring to specific cognitive/affective processes and,
whenever possible, their underlying neural implementation. If a
complete theory must consider indeed that emotional foundations of actions concern not only overt bodily movements, but
also more complex decision-making levels and various time
scales (immediate reaction, long-term planning), then dissociable mechanisms will presumably have to be spelled out in order
to account for different phenomena. More general perspectives,
such as the statement put forward by Nanay (2017) that all
actions are emotional in nature, bear the risk of remaining too
vague, and eventually bring little progress in our mechanistic
understanding of how and why emotions influence actions.
Likewise, while motivational processes provide a crucial
functional link between emotion and action (Gendolla, 2017), it
remains necessary to better dissect this link into components.
Different motivational states may depend on different circuits,
and some action may be triggered or modulated by emotion
without the need of referring to motivational states in the sense
usually implied by Gendolla and others. For example, some
defensive motor behaviors during fear (amplified startle, freezing) can be elicited by direct projections from the amygdala
to brainstem or premotor cortices (Davis & Whalen, 2001),
presumably operating in a rather automatic manner but without
the need to invoke the functional construct of motivational state
as a distinct process mediating the elicitation of such motor phenomena. Thus, a motivational state of defense and avoidance is
intrinsic to or coextensive with the motor responses characterizing the emotion of fear, but does not seem to necessarily precede these responses in a serially organized causal chain. On the
other hand, some motivational states exist without being determined by emotions (such as thirst or hunger). Nevertheless, by
highlighting several pathways from emotion to motivation, the
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framework proposed by Gendolla (2017) provides an initial and
useful distinction between different mechanisms through which
emotion processes may interact with motivational systems in
order to influence action.
Moreover, motivational states can have different sources,
connected to current goals, memory, mood, and/or other physiological parameters, which are implemented in partly different
brain circuits and thus likely to guide actions in different ways.
These effects might be fruitfully explored though neuroscience
approaches that characterize brain states in relation to emotion
in terms of variations in the functional connectivity or functional interactions within and between brain networks (Kragel
& LaBar, 2016). Accordingly, emotions can induce selective
and time-dependent (sometimes long-lasting) changes in the
functional coupling between different brain areas (Eryilmaz,
van De Ville, Schwartz, & Vuilleumier, 2014). These connectivity changes could subsequently bias perception or memory
(Qiao-Tasserit et al., 2017), and similarly bias action by modulating particular brain network connections. Future research
could investigate how action and decision-making are modulated by changes in brain network connectivity patterns that follow transient emotional events, and which connectivity changes
predict action changes. Such modulation of connectivity patterns would not only constitute a plausible mechanism through
which motivational states emerge from emotions, outlast their
transient triggers, and then guide behaviors, but also accord
with the view expressed by Nanay (2017) that emotion can
influence thresholds for action execution, beyond the spinal
cord. Synaptic modulations across neuronal circuits could
account for emotional and motivational effects on action control
operating at different time scales. Characterizing these effects in
the temporal domain also requires a better mechanistic understanding of their underlying neural substrates.
In sum, as illustrated by the various perspectives highlighted in
this issue of Emotion Review, time seems ripe to expand emotion
and motivation theories by connecting these fields to well-established frameworks of action control, and to build on mechanistic
accounts that link motor function and decision-making to precise
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cognitive and/or neural processes. As proposed in our review, the
richness and complexity of emotion–action interactions will
require distinguishing different components and steps in action
control (e.g., intention, execution, inhibition, or monitoring), and
relating them to specific brain circuits beyond general boxology
models. Current motor control theories that have generated sophisticated computational and neuroanatomical models can yield
important new insights into the functional relationships of emotions with action and motivation, and in turn they will be greatly
enriched by incorporating emotion and motivation signaling in
motor control processes.
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